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CK Marketing & Communications has really helped us increase industry awareness of our products and capabilities. Chris has an
excellent relationship with trade publication editors that pays off in lots of opportunities for us to tell our story; and she has good
contacts within the fleet and supplier segments as well. I always feel like I'm talking to a trucking person who can write effective PR not the other way around.
Frank Sonzala, Executive Vice President
Pressure Systems International
I think everybody in our industry who wants to promote their company and their products should use you! In my opinion you’re the
best there is.
Pete Joy, V.P. Sales & Marketing
Phillips Industries
You do great work Chris! Thanks for all the help you are giving us.
Tim Musgrave, President & CEO
Pressure Systems International
I’m reading your current PR status report for PSI and it goes without saying, you’re doing a great job for MTIS – I sincerely appreciate
your continued making things happen attitude and deliveries.
D. Mike Pennington, Senior Director
Global Marketing Communications
Meritor
I just got the October 2004 Newsletter from CTEA AETC and I see that you got us in talking about our wall torque chart. It is rare that
I pick up a magazine lately that I don’t see a mention of some sort on Webb. Keep up the good work.
Ginger Campbell, Communications Manager
Webb Wheel Products
Chris, your work with the press releases to this point, and preparing for MATS, are reinforcing to me that bringing you on to work
with Webb was a great decision. I appreciate your efforts!
Kent Finkbiner, President OEM Business Unit
Webb Wheel Products
Keep up the great work Chris….I’m hearing wonderful things about you.
Rob Phillips, Vice President Operations
Phillips Industries
The July issue of Fleet Maintenance just hit the street and they did a pretty nice write-up based on an interview we had with them.
The word is definitely getting out that we exist and the industry seems to be embracing us. Special thanks go out to Chris Kemmer for
her role in engaging the truck publishing community.
Dave Costantino, Director Commercial Vehicle Group
Mitchell 1
Chris, I want to thank you for doing such a nice job for us.
Bob Phillips, President and CEO
Phillips Industries
Good to have you on board with Phillips. They are good friends of Newport and we know you’ll do a great job for them. They need
someone with your trucking experience.
Deborah Whistler, Editor/Editorial Director
Heavy Duty Trucking Magazine
Chris, truth be told you are one of the most pro-active PR people and also one of the people I know will respond to a request even if it
is to tell me you can’t help. It is so easy to work with you! I appreciate your efforts.
Denise Rondini, Editor
Successful Dealer Magazine
You are the best!
David Kolman, Publisher
Fleet Maintenance Magazine
I’m glad Chris is on-board with you now, (there’s) none better

Rolf Lockwood, V.P Editorial
Newcom Business Media
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